Soprano

31

Heavy.

Hide and seek, chains and

Alto

Heavy.

Hide and seek, chains and

Tenor

Heavy.

Bass

Pno.
Soprano: here first. *mP* Oily marks appear on walls, where plea

Alto: here first. *mf* Oily marks appear on walls, where plea

Tenor: *mP* Oily marks appear on walls, where plea

Bass: *mP* Oily marks appear on walls, where plea

Pno: 

---

Soprano: sure moments hung the takeover the sweep

Alto: sure moments hung before the takeover the sweep

Tenor: sure moments hung before the takeover the sweep

Bass: sure moments hung before the takeover the sweep

Pno: 

---
60

Soprano:

ing in sensi-tiv-i-ty of this still life.

Alto:

- ing sensi-tiv-i-ty of this still life.

Tenor:

- ing sensi-tiv-i-ty of this still life.

Bass:

- ing sensi-tiv-i-ty of this still life.

Pno:

66

Soprano:

mp Hide and seek, mf chains and

Alto:

- Hide and seek, mf chains and

Tenor:

p Hide and seek, mf chains and

Bass:

- Hide and seek, mf chains and

Pno:

- Hide and seek, mf chains and
Ah

Soprano: You won't catch me 'round here. Blood and

Alto: sewing machines.

Tenor: sewing machines.

Bass: sewing machines.

Pno.: Blood and

Slightly faster

Soprano: tears, they were here first. mf Mmm, wha-cha say?

Alto: Ah they they were here first. mf Mmm, wha-cha say?

Tenor: tears, they were here first. mf Mmm, wha-cha say?

Bass: tears, they were here first. mf Mmm, wha-cha say?
"I don't believe you." You don't care a bit, you don't care a bit. Ah,

and seek. Hid___

116

ah, you don't care a bit. Ah, ah, you don't care a bit. Ah,

ah, you don't care a bit. Ah, ah, you don't care a bit. Ah,

and seek. Hid___

112

Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Bass

Pno.
Soprano: rit.

Alto:


Bass: and seek.

Pno.: You don't care a bit.